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Automated workcell helps greenhouse operator
achieve end-of-line packaging perfection to keep
up with growing demand for its premium tomatoes
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Corrugated shipping containers filled with plastic pints of TOMZ brand specialty tomatoes packed inside the EndFlex Top Load
Modular Cell systems (background) await their turn to be moved to the plant’s shipping area for prompt deivery to customers.

The Top Load Modular Cell system supplied to the Delta plant by EndFlex employs two soft-grip suction grippers on the end of the
robotic arms to ensure swift and gentle handling and packaging of the top-sealed plastic tomato pints, with the system’s modular
design also offering the option of adding up to eight more robotic arms into the workcell to increase throughput rates.

five minutes or so to adjust the guide-rails to fit the
box size and to make the corresponding programming
changes.
“But all in all, it’s an absolutely excellent machine for
running a consistent product stream for long periods
of time.”
“Some days are better than others,” he confides, “and
having to accommodate eight to 10 product changeovers over a shift will have an impact on productivity
levels.
“But on days when we have a steady product flow, it
really works like a charm.”
Neufeld says he was highly impressed with seeing the
entire workcell being installed and set up to run within
one working day, which was followed by three days of
informative hands-on training.
”It was a very smooth installation,” says Neufeld,
praising the EndFlex staff for their exceptionally professional service and follow-up support.
“They made an outstanding effort to make all the
controls on the machine as user-friendly as possible,”
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Neufeld remarks. “It arrived completely pre-assembled
for the most part, so it was largely a matter of plugging
it in and letting it roll.
“I have worked with many different packaging machines in the past, and I have rarely come across one as
user-friendly and as reliable as this EndFlex system.
“I am very happy with this purchase,” says Neufeld,
adding that the Delta operation will definitely be looking to add more automated packaging equipment to its
operations in the future.
“We are already working on plans to build an on-site
distribution center,” he confides, “as well as doubling
the size of the facility to about 90 acres, so further automation is very much in the cards.
“For example, we are looking at adding an automated
palletizing system for our beefsteak and specialty tomato lines, among other things.”
This is all sweet music to the years of Paxiom Group’s
vice-president Nicholas Taraborelli.
“We really appreciate our relationship with NatureFresh Farms,”Taraborelli states. “Right from the begin-

A closeup of the high-speed label applicator just outside of the
Top Load Modular Cell system pprimed to label finshed packs.

ning, they have been incredibly collaborative to ensure
the right solution was delivered the first time.
“We are very proud that they chose Paxiom and
have entrusted two of our manufacturing companies,
WeighPack Systems (tomato container filling system)
and EndFlex (end-of line-automation) to package their
products.”
With further expansion of Leamington operations already under way and setting up shop in Mexico also part
of the company’s longer-term strategic plans, NatureFresh Farms is very much aware of its CSR (corporate
social responsibility) obligations and public expectations,
according to Neufeld.
“We are committed to providing our customers with
exceptional quality and incredible flavor, but we are also
passionate about consumer education, exploring and
implementing sustainable business practices, and community involvement,” Neufeld states.
“Our sustainability efforts have had a huge impact on
how our business operates and how we approach new
opportunities.
“We pride ourselves on using essential resources efficiently and responsibly when growing our products.”
Says Neufeld: “Our team also regularly donates excess food from our farms to food rescue organizations
to help reduce our food waste footprint, and we have
also been exploring more sustainable packaging options to reduce consumer waste.
“In addition to everything we do at an operations level, we are constantly creating engaging content shared
on our website and social media platforms that provides
our fans with tips and educational pieces to help them
be more sustainable at home “We are passionate about
sustainability,” Neufeld concludes, “and we don’t merely
talk the talk—we really walk the walk.”
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